Certain cheU mutants of Salmonella show inverted chemotactic behavior, being repelled by attractants and attracted by repellents. Such a dramatic change in behavioral pattern woul seem at first glance to require drastic and complex alterations in the sensory processing system. In fact, the behavior can be explained by a simple shift in the level of a response regulator and the subtle effects of this shift on flagellar function. Flagella can exist in either a left-handed or a right-handed structure depending on applied torsion. Wild-type cells swim smoothly by counterclockwise rotation of a lefthanded helical bundle and tumble when the motors briefly reverse to clockwise rotation (normal random motility). The cheU mutation causes a shift in response regulator level relative to the critical threshold value, resulting in extended clockwise operation so that the flagella are fully converted to the righthanded helical form. These cells therefore swim smoothly by clockwise rotation of a right-handed bundle and tumble when the motor briefly reverses to counterclockwise rotation (inverse random motility). Thus, tumbling is associated with brief reversals and not with a particular sense of rotation. A wild-type cell, with its steady-state response regulator level placing it initially in normal random motility, will swim smoothly on addition of attractant, whereas a cheU mutant with inverse random motility will tumble given the same stimulus. The phenomenon illustrates the propound behavioral consequences that can result from a single mutation in a key gene.
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Bacterial chemotaxis has emerged as a simple sensory and motor system, the study of which may provide useful clues for an understanding, in molecular terms, of more complex behavioral systems. The bacterial system is attractive because it is possible to analyze the components of the system-receptors, processing apparatus, and motors-with far more ease than in mammalian systems. Indeed, much progress has already been made in interpreting the bacterial system at the molecular level (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) .
Recently, an intriguing set of Salmonella mutants, possessing inverted chemotactic responses, was described by Rubik and Koshland (6) . Cells responded to attractants as though they were repellents, and vice versa. Moreover, this inverted behavior appeared to be the result of a single point mutation in the cheU gene. Thus, the alteration of a single protein changed a wildtype cell, which swam toward attractants such as serine and away from repellents such as phenol, into a mutant that swam away from serine and toward phenol.
Previous studies had established that unstimulated bacteria randomly alternate between swimming and tumbling behavior. The cells achieve chemotactic migration because of selective suppression of tumbles by positive attractant gradients (7, 8) or negative repellent gradients (9) . In experiments with tethered cells, tumble suppression (smooth swimming) has been identified with counterclockwise (CCW) rotation of the flagella, and tumbling with clockwise (CW) rotation (10) .
A wide variety of chemotactic phenomena have been explained by a response (tumble) regulator model (2, 8, 9) in which the fluctuations of the regulator relative to a critical threshold level, Xcrit, are presumed to determine bacterial behavior. Since only one of the many gene products that are vital to the sensory transduction system was altered in the inverted behavior mutants, compelling arguments could be made against simple inversion of the sensory or motor logic (6 thy auxotroph (ST23) (14) . SL4041 is a tumbling cheX mutant obtained by Vary and Stocker (15) . Cells were grown at 370 in nutrient broth or in minimal citrate medium (16) plus glycerol (1%, vol/vol), histidine (20 jig ml-') and thymine (100 ,g mh'l).
Microscopy. Flagellar filaments were observed by highintensity dark-field light microscopy (11, 17 100 ,ug ml-') to the cells, which were then spun down (1600 X g, 10 min) and resuspended in tethering medium (10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.5/0.1 mM potassium EDTA/67 mM NaCl) plus chloramphenicol at 100,ug ml-l. Cells were tethered to microscope coverslips coated with antifilament antibody (18) and observed in a flow cell (19) . The media were drawn from reservoir tubes maintained at 35 i 0.50. p-Fluorophenylalanine (FPA) Treatment. FPA was added to log-phase cells which were then deflagellated by blending for 45 s. After growth for 4 hr at 350, cells had fully recovered flagellation. At 1.6 Mg ml-' FPA, ca 50% of the regrown flagella were curly, and at 5 Mg ml-l, they were all curly. These FPA concentrations are far below those required (ca 0.1-1 mg ml-') in previous procedures (11) . Cells prepared by the present method are more vigorous, probably because of reduced FPA concentration and incubation time. RESULTS Direct Visualization of Flagellar Operation in the cheU Mutants. To test the idea that the cheU mutants might exhibit inverse swimming, flagellar operation was studied by highintensity dark-field microscopy (11, 17, 20) and extensive videotape recordings were made. Swimming cells were seen to possess a flagellar bundle or, in many cases, groups of subbundles. Whenever cells slowed down sufficiently, the bundled filaments were in a short-wavelength "curly" form, like that seen transiently in tumbling wild-type cells (11) . By flash photography, we confirmed that vigorously swimming cells also use the curly form (Table 1) . Swimming with curly bundles was especially evident in high-viscosity medium (Fig. 2) . No example of a cell swimming with normal bundles was noted for the three cheU strains (ST12O, ST134, and ST155) that exhibited (Table 1) , as might be expected from a helix with one-half the wavelength of the normal helix, but roughly the same pitch angle.
When the inverted mutants tumbled, bundle dispersal occurred accompanied by normal-curly polymorphic transitions, much as has been described previously (11, 20) (Fig. 3) demonstrates that the curly waveform observed in the cheU mutants is RH, as was found in other studies of the curly form generated during tumbling (11), at abnormal pH, or in flagellar mutants (22, 23) . Values of wavelength (Table 1) and pitch angle (data not shown) agree with previous studies (11, 23) .
A Novel Tethering Technique. To test these hypotheses tethering experiments were necessary, and this requires attachment by a single flagellar filament (18) . Since (11, 21) proves that the two waveforms in such a structure must be of opposite handedness; the normal waveform is known to be LH (20) , and so the curly form must be RH. Bar = 5 Mm. exhibited extended CCW rotation. This agrees with the observation that attractants cause ST120 and ST134 to tumble (6) . The suppression of CCW rotation upon addition of repellents was readily demonstrated with ST155, but not with ST120 and ST134, on account of their low steady-state CCW incidence.
A convincing indirect demonstration was the immediate cancellation of a CCW attractant response upon addition of the repellent phenol (Table 3) .
Stability of Curly Fonn and Polymorphic Transitions. The incidence of CCW rotation in tethered cells of ST120 and ST134 is so low that one would expect a smoother swimming phenotype than is actually observed [see data of Rubik and Koshland (6) ]. To examine whether the intrinsic instability of the curly helix was causing or prolonging erratic motility, cells were deflagellated and permitted to grow curly flagella by the presence of FPA (24) . These FPA-treated cells were actively motile and swam somewhat more smoothly than untreated cells, but still tumbled quite frequently, indicating less intrinsic stability to the curly helix bundle than the normal CCW-LH bundle.
We next examined whether normal-to-curly transitions might significantly affect the observation of rotation of tethered cells. To estimate the length of free filament, we viewed tethered cells from the side by coating the edge of a cover slip with antibody. All rotating tethered cells appeared to be quite close (<0.5 ,m) to the edge surface. The rotation associated with a normal-to-curly transition for a filament of 0.5 Am is ca 0.6 turns. The elastic torsional difference between CCW and CW rotation for a 0.5-,um filament rotating at 10 Hz is ca 0.2 turn (25) . Between polymorphic transitions and elastic distortion there is therefore the possibility of damping to the extent of about 0.8 turn, which might mask brief intervals in the CCW mode.
DISCUSSION
The results above lead to the following conclusions: (i) Smooth swimming can be achieved by CW rotation of flagella in the RH helical structure as well as by the normal CCW-LH mode.
Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. USA 75 (1978) 4153 (10) of LH helical flagella (11, 20, 26) . Macnab and Ornston (11) showed that reversal to CW rotation, by placing the flagellar filaments under RH torsion, caused a progressive conversion of the filaments to an RH helical structure (curly), during which time the cells tumble. They predicted that, if CW rotation were to last long enough to fully convert all filaments to the RH structure, smooth swimming should result; and indeed they observed brief periods of such swiming-e.g., with a tumbling mutant in high viscosity medium. The prediction has now been confirmed by utilizing the cheU mutants.
The CW-RH, or "inverse," mode of smooth swimming was demonstrated in various ways: (i) direct visualization of the curly helical bundle with half the normal wavelength, (ii) establishment from heteromorphous filaments that the curly structure is RH, (iii) CW rotation of tethered cells, (iv) lowered swimming velocity, and (v) increased stabilization of the curly form by FPA treatment or increased viscosity of the medium.
Tumbling Occurs Because of Brief Motor Reversals. Originally, tumbling was described as a consequence of CW flagellar rotation (10) . From this description, prolonged CW rotation should yield prolonged tumbling. In fact, as described above, prolonged rotation in either direction produces smooth swimming. Tumbling must result from brief motor reversals, with the flagella in transition between LH and RH structures (11) , which causes the bundle to fly apart (20) . Thus, tumbling in a wild-type cell, which swims smoothly in the normal CCW-LH mode, is a consequence of brief CW rotation, whereas tumbling, for cells which swim smoothly in the inverse CW-RH mode, results from brief CCW rotation.
This leads to the more complex scheme of swimming and tumbling shown in Fig. 1 The specific explanations of the inverted mutant (6) and wild type behaviors are given in Fig. 4 
